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Sometimes life turns out not to be all about youâ€¦Tony Winters, fighting prodigy and all around good

guy is asked to do some very hard things. To put his own dreams on hold, in order to give his new

friends a chance at something that few of them ever thought could happen. A fast ticket to the big

time of the Mixed Martial Arts world.There is a cost to doing anything well.Is it one that Anthony is

willing to pay?Books 1-3 of this series are out now. Exclusively on !1 The Art of Being Tony2 The

Unstoppable Tony Winters3 The Heart of Tony Winters
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"You can only hope to contain him." No, that's not in the book, but it should be. This is the second in

the series and doesn't let up one bit. Anthony has one shiny chance, and he will do anything and

everything necessary to make Good Boy Tony fit with his uncle's eclectic group of friends and

coworkers. Anthony is a kid who, up to this point, in his life, has gotten zero opportunities, so he is

determined to make his uncle keep him around even if it kills him.This is a book about boxing and

MMA, sort of like "Casablanca" is about World War II. Yes, these things are going on in the



background, but the story is so much more. For kids who've been abused and neglected, this tale

should ring especially true, as readers are shown that a child starved for attention and affection will

do just about anything for that kind of attention. Get in the ring and spar with a professional boxer?

Sure. Go run until your lungs feel like they are going to part ways with your body? No problem. Don't

start here, but be sure and read them in order. Can't miss hit.

This book continues the great new series that started with The Art of Being Tony.If you enjoyed the

previous books, this one is a must. I found it impossible to put down and followed it directly with The

Heart of Tony Winters.This series is unconnected to the authors previous works and is a great

opportunity for new readers to become familiar with the works of this amazing author.

Great sequel. This book grabbed my attention and wouldn't let go. Caused me to miss a night of

sleep, but it was so worth it.If you are a fan of books that highlight a main character that, through

hard work and dedication, struggles to rise up above adversity, then this is the book for you.I

strongly recommend this book.

Werewolves? Vampires? Witches? Wizards at least? Nope, none of the above. Not even any MajiK.

Mr. Power has written a trilogy that is extremely engrossing, character driven, and highly

entertaining. I think I might have to take back no MajiK. Surely Mr. Power used some sort of

supernatural power to so entrance the reader. It is a very good thing that all three books were

published at the same time. It is however a very bad thing that we may never see anymore of Tony

Winter. If you read to experience the mastery of an author who can enmesh you into a story deeply

and almost instantly then this author and especially these three books are for you. Do yourself a

kindness and read these books.

Normally I read Science fiction or Military fiction. My wife and I have a kindle account and she likes

Detective novel's, and girly puff stories. The wisdom of marketing combines both of our purchases

and provides a recommended for you reading list. Looking for something new to read I found the

three Tony Winters novel's on the recommended reading list, at a loss of finding anything new or

interesting I picked up the three Tony Winters and started to read them. What I found was three

days of reading bliss. The style was fresh and the story was interesting.Sometimes that recommend

reading list hits a home run.
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